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Abstract. Resistance to chemicals is a common current problem in many pests and pathogens that formerly were
controlled by chemicals. An extreme case occurs in rapidly mutating viruses such as Human Immunodeficiency
Virus (HIV), where the emergence of selective drug resistance within an individual patient may become an
important factor in treatment choice. The HIV patient subpopulation that already has experienced at least one
treatment failure due to drug resistance is considered more challenging to treat because the treatment options
have been reduced. A triply nested combinatorial optimization problem occurs in computational attempts to
optimize HIV patient treatment protocol (drug regimen) with respect to drug resistance, given a set of HIV genetic
sequences from the patient. In this paper the optimization problem is characterized, and the objects involved
are represented computationally. An implemented branch-and-bound algorithm that computes a solution to the
problem is described and proved correct. Data shown includes empirical timing results on representative patient
data, example clinical output, and summary statistics from an initial small-scale human clinical trial.
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1. Introduction

Evolution consists of selective pressure acting on random sequence mutations that occur
in the information bearing molecules of an organism. Within a population, individuals that
thereby acquire a selective advantage will tend to propagate the advantageous changes to
their progeny. Thus the population’s gene pool will tend to shift over time to accommo-
date the selective pressure. Over geological time-scales, this evolutionary force has produ-
ced the great diversity of creatures, present and extinct, ever living on the face of the Earth.

The very long time-scales that generally characterize evolution may be shortened dra-
matically by human intervention. When human activity imposes a selective pressure on a
population’s gene pool, the survivors quickly adapt to resist the pressure. The example that
concerns this paper, the long use of chemicals to control pests, has resulted in the emergence
of wide-spread resistance to these chemicals in the pests they formerly controlled. Today
we see newly emerged resistance to these chemicals at all levels of the pest phylogeny: ro-
dents resist or learn to avoid poison; weeds tolerate herbicides; insects survive insecticides;
parasites such as malaria resist anti-malarials; fungi persist in the presence of fungicides;
bacteria resist antibiotics; and viruses thrive in spite of antivirals. The short time-scales
involved in such adaptive or selective resistance have surprised many who believed that
these pests had been controlled once and for all.
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Many drug-resistant strains of important human pathogens have emerged and become
growing medical problems. Bacteria and viruses typically have large populations, short
generation times, and high mutation rates. Resistance in these pathogens can arise for a
variety of reasons. For example, one species of bacteria has evolved a specialized protein that
cleaves penicillin. Other bacteria have evolved specialized pumps that transfer antibiotics
from inside to outside the cell. Bacteria may exchange copies of drug-resistance conferring
DNA with each other as plasmids during conjugation. This paper concerns selective drug
resistance in rapidly mutating viruses such as Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV). The
viral genome is much simpler than the bacterial genome, and accordingly the mechanisms
of viral drug resistance treated in this paper are much simpler than the complex bacterial
mechanisms. This does not necessarily imply that viruses are easier to treat, however.
The very simplicity of the viral genome means that there are fewer points of attack open
to pharmaceutical agents. For example, the retrovirus HIV, the subject of this paper, has
only three enzymes. Of these, only two are currently the target of U.S. Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) approved antiviral drugs.

1.1. HIV background

The treatment in this section is adapted from reference (Lathrop et al., 1998), which it
follows. Human immunodeficiency virus causes progressive deterioration of the immune
system leading almost invariably to AIDS and death from opportunistic cancers and infec-
tions. The information content of an HIV virus is contained in a set of genes encoded in
its genome. Each gene is a sequence of bases or nucleotides of four varieties. A gene may
be represented as a string over an alphabet of four characters, one character representing
each nucleotide. The HIV genome ultimately causes the production of gene products, of-
ten proteins, important in the virus life cycle. A protein is a sequence of amino acids of
twenty varieties, and may be represented as a string over an alphabet of twenty characters.
Each amino acid in the protein is encoded by a block of three adjacent nucleotides in the
genome, called a codon. The two proteins targeted by current FDA-approved drugs are
called “reverse transcriptase” (RT) and “protease” (PRO).

The genome string must be copied from one generation to the next during the virus life
cycle. Copying errors occur frequently, and are called mutations. Mutations can change
the structure or function of the virus, and thus alter how it interacts with its environment.
Mutant strains with genome sequences very similar to the patient’s current strain (close in
Hamming or edit distance) appear spontaneously and continuously. In a full-blown case of
AIDS, it is estimated that every single point mutation appears every day, every coordinated
pair of point mutations appears once or more during the course of the infection, and even
coordinated triples of point mutations may appear on occasion (Condra et al., 1995). The
high rate of HIV viral mutation both makes development of a vaccine difficult and results
in rapid positive selection for drug resistant mutant strains.

A drug typically works by blocking a key part of the virus life cycle. A drug resistant
mutation occurs when a copying error in the viral genome so alters the virus that it can
perform the targeted step of its life cycle even in the presence of the drug. In the continued
presence of the drug the mutant strain may out-compete the dominant strain, and thereby
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may itself become the dominant strain in the patient. This is often called selective drug
resistance, because the resistant mutant is selected for by the drug’s presence. If unrecog-
nized, the current treatment may lose its effect and the patient’s condition may deteriorate.
The resulting strain is more challenging to treat because the treatment options have been
reduced. If the drug treatment is changed in response, the potential is present for a new
drug resistant mutation to develop. The use of an increasing variety of drugs has led to
virus strains increasingly resistant to multiple drugs simultaneously. Sadly, the increasing
prevalence of drug resistant strains in the HIV global gene pool means that new patients
may be infected by mutant strains that already have accrued resistance from previous hosts
(Gu et al., 1994). For many reasons, it is important to avoid selecting for drug resistant
mutants.

Combination treatments involving multiple drugs are one approach to avoiding drug re-
sistance (Lange, 1995). If the virus mutates to resist one drug but still is inhibited by another,
it may be suppressed or unviable. In this case the mutation may not be positively selected
for. Combination treatments may contain up to four simultaneous drugs, but usually do not
exceed three due to the potential for intolerable side-effects and toxicity. Combinations
containing at least one protease inhibitor are referred to as Highly Active Anti-Retroviral
Therapy (HAART). HAART typically results in a dramatic drop in viral load within two
weeks, often sustained for long periods of time, but may fail eventually due to the develop-
ment of drug resistance (Carpenter et al., 1996). Mutations still can occur under HAART,
though the mutation rate is greatly decreased (Jacobsen et al., 1996).

Knowledge of the current or nearby mutants that are putatively resistant to one or more
drugs may be valuable to a physician treating an HIV patient. In conjunction with HAART,
such knowledge may help select a combination of drugs less likely to be resisted. A human
physician may find it tedious to scan many long genetic sequences, be unfamiliar with the
latest HIV drug resistant mutations reported, quickly tire of envisioning possible mutants,
or have difficulty ranking the hundreds of treatment choices for each patient. On the other
hand, the problem size and scope are quite reasonable for an automated system.

1.2. A physician’s advisor for HIV drug resistance

Previously we have described a rule-based artificial intelligence (AI) computer system
intended to help an attending physician avoid HIV drug resistance in clinical treatment
of individual HIV patients (Pazzani et al., 1997a, 1997b; Lathrop et al., 1998; Cimoch
et al., 1998). The system, named CTSHIV (Customized Treatment Strategy for HIV),
was designed primarily to assist in treatment of the subpopulation of patients that already
have experienced an HIV treatment failure due to the emergence of drug resistance. These
patients are considered more challenging to treat because their treatment options have been
reduced. The system connects the scientific AIDS literature describing specific HIV drug
resistances directly to the Customized Treatment Strategy of a specific HIV patient, thus
mediating between the scientific literature and the patient’s current infection. This is done
by compiling rules from the scientific and medical literatures that relate genotypic sequence
mutations to viral drug resistance. Rules are applied to HIV genetic sequences extracted
from the patient and used to design a customized treatment strategy that attempts to avoid
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selection for known drug-resistant mutants. The hoped-for result is more precise treatment
of individual HIV patients, and a decreased tendency to select for drug resistant genes in
the global HIV gene pool.

Knowledge about HIV drug resistant mutations is contained in a set of rules (currently
numbering 55) extracted from the scientific and medical literature. Rules are of the form:

IF 〈 antecedent〉 THEN 〈 consequent〉WITH 〈 weight〉 (references).

For example, one such rule in CTSHIV is:

IF the value of RT codon number 151 is ATG
(= it encodes methionine),

THEN infer resistance to AZT, ddI, d4T, and ddC
WITH weight = 1.0
(Iversen et al., 1996)

Rules may mention several different codon numbers and values, and higher weighted rules
(usually the more specific rules) supersede lower weighted rules (usually the more general)
in cases where two or more rules apply. The weight associated with a rule is not a confidence
as in many expert systems (Pazzani et al., 1997b; Jackson, 1990). Rather, it reflects the
estimated level of resistance to a particular drug. Weights range from 0.1 (low resistance)
to 1.0 (high resistance) based upon expert advice and the level of resistance reported in the
literature.

The overall information processing architecture is diagrammed in figure 1. Rules in the
CTSHIV knowledge base encode knowledge about sequence mutations in the HIV genome
that have been found to result in drug resistance in the HIV virus. Rules are applied to the
actual HIV sequences of the virus strains infecting the specific patient undergoing clinical
treatment in order to identify known drug resistant HIV mutant strains that already exist in
the patient. A rule-directed search through mutation sequence space identifies nearby drug
resistant mutant strains that are likely to be positively selected for by certain treatments.
The possible combination drug treatment regimens currently approved by the FDA are
considered and ranked by their estimated ability to avoid identified current and nearby drug
resistant mutants. The highest-ranked treatments are suggested to the attending physician.

1.3. Related work

This work rests upon a central foundational pillar of artificial intelligence: rule-based expert
systems that are instantiated in the medical domain (for example, Buchanan and Shortliffe,
1984). For many such systems, a common diagnosis task is to identify the organism, from
which treatment follows straightforwardly. Here, the organism is known to be HIV, but the
treatment task is complicated by selective drug resistance.

Several AI applications have targetted HIV. An expert system based on experimental
data from HIV patients (immunologic markers) has been used to diagnose opportunistic
non-Hodgkin’s lymphomas that may develop (Diamond et al., 1994). Knowledge-based
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Figure 1. Application overview flowchart (after Lathrop et al. (1998)).
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systems have been applied to HIV patient medical record systems (Musen et al., 1995;
Safran et al., 1996), monitoring of HIV patient protocols (Musen et al., 1996; Tu et al.,
1995; Sonnenberg et al., 1994; Sobesky et al., 1994), and HIV patient assessment (Xu,
1996; Ohno-Machado et al., 1993). Less closely related are knowledge-based systems that
apply qualitative modeling and process simulation to HIV laboratory systems (Sieburg,
1994; Ruggiero et al., 1994). A quasispecies equation has been used to show that the
pretreatment frequency of HIV resistant virus depends on the number of point mutations
between wild-type and mutant virus, the selective disadvantage of the resistant mutant and
intermediate mutants, and the mutation rate (Ribeiro et al., 1998). Artificial life techniques
were used to study the interaction between the design of effective drugs and HIV-1 protease
resistance mutations, and to characterize general features of inhibitors that are effective
in overcoming resistance (Rosin et al., 1998). To our knowledge the CTSHIV system is
the first to use HIV sequence data from HIV patients to estimate current and nearby drug
resistant mutants and suggest treatment combinations to avoid both.

1.4. The underlying combinatorial optimization problem

Of interest to this paper is the underlying combinatorial optimization problem that the system
confronts: to rank order the available combination treatments according to some heuristic
ranking function f reflecting inferred (or putative) drug resistance in the patient’s current
or nearby virtual mutant viral sequences. This gives rise to a triply nested combinatorial
optimization problem: find the minimum over drug combinations of the maximum over
nearby mutants of the minimum resistance to drugs in the combination.

1. For a given patient, identify the drug combinations that most strongly suppress a popu-
lation of mutants centered on the patient’s current viral strains;

2. For a given patient and drug combination, do this by identifying the most-resistant mutant
in the population; and

3. For a given patient, drug combination, and mutant, do this by identifying the least-resisted
drug.

2. Methods

This section develops notation and formalizes the problem. Sets and tuples are denoted by
capital italic, sets of sets by capital script.

2.1. FDA-approved combination treatments

A treatment regimenD is a set or combination of FDA-approved drugs that might be
prescribed by a physician treating an AIDS patient in the clinic. Sometimes it is necessary
to eliminate some drugs entirely, e.g., if the patient cannot tolerate certain side-effects.
Some drugs should not be given together, so it is also necessary to eliminate some otherwise
possible drug combinations. LetTFDA be the set of permissible treatment regimens for a
given patient, and letT k

FDA be those members ofTFDA that contain exactlyk drugs.
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2.2. Sequences, genes, and genomes

Let s be any DNA sequence,s[i ] be thei th character ofs, Sbe any set of DNA sequences,
andS0 be specifically the original input set of pre-aligned sequences cloned from the viral
strains currently infecting the patient. The sequence alphabet is{A,C,G, T, ∗}, where the
letters represent DNA bases, and “∗” represents any base and collects all degeneracies. This
yields 53 = 125 possible codon values, and consequently a codon may be represented by
a seven-bit byte. The functioncodonsmaps a string representing DNA to its codons, and
assumes a reading frame inherited by pre-alignment to a reference string (currently HXB2
(Fisher et al., 1985)).

Let GFDA be the set of genes targeted by FDA-approved drugs, currently protease (PRO)
and reverse transcriptase (RT). Fors ∈ S and geneg ∈ GFDA, let genestring(g, s) return
the substring ofs that encodesg. A virtual viral genomeh assembled from a set of input
sequencesSis defined to be any concatenation of sequencesgenestring(g, s) extracted from
S such that (1) every geneg ∈ GFDA is present exactly once and in order, and (2) if any
gene extracted from sequences ∈ S is present, all genes extracted froms are present. This
allows all virtual genomes that are consistent withS.

2.3. Rules

Let R be the current set of rules. For ruler ∈ R, let drugs(r ) be the set of drugs mentioned
by r . Let gene(r ) ∈ GFDA be the gene targetted byr . For treatment regimenD ∈ TFDA, let
rules(D) be the set of rules that mention a drug inD.

Each ruler has a weightwt(r ) and an antecedentant(r ). Each weightwt(r ) is a floating
point number that represents an heuristic estimate of resistance, with 0.0 indicating no
resistance (e.g., wild type), 1.0 indicating very strong resistance, and intermediate values
indicating intermediate degrees of resistance. Each antecedentant(r ) is a set of conditions,
all of which must be satisfied for the ruler to fire. Each antecedent conditionA ∈ ant(r ) is
a pairA = 〈i,Ci 〉, wherei is a codon index ingene(r ) andCi is the set of codon values that
would satisfy conditionA if found at codon indexi there.Ci is usually the set of all codons
that encode the same amino acid residues as the ones mentioned in the literature paper cited
by the ruler , because the current drugs function mostly at the protein level while mutation
occurs at the genome level.

Rules are organized into rule groups. Within each rule group, only the satisfied rule of
highest weight fires on any given sequences. This constraint is intended to capture the
situation wherein a single point mutation may confer some resistance occurring in isolation,
but confers more resistance when occurring in coordination with certain other mutations
at other sites. In such a case, one wishes to acknowledge the higher weight for the more
specific rule, but not double-count the more general rule for a single point mutation. In
practice, this usually means that more specific rules supersede more general rules, as is
common in rule-based expert systems (Buchanan and Shortliffe, 1984; Jackson, 1990).

The functionapply(r, s) yieldswt(r ) if rule r fired on sequencesand 0 otherwise. Subject
to the rule group constraint, the ruler is permitted to fire on sequences just in case all
antecedent conditionsA = 〈i,Ci 〉 ∈ ant(r ) satisfyc[i ] ∈ Ci , wherec= codons(genestring
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(gene(r ), s)) is the string of codons for the gene targetted by ruler as found in sequences.
That is, all conditions in the antecedent must be satisfied, but each condition would be
satisfied by finding any codon value fromCi at codoni in sequences.

2.4. Virtual mutants

Nearby resistant mutants are generated by a backward-chaining search through mutation
sequence space, beginning with the patient’s current HIV sequences. At each step, a se-
quence that does not fire a rule is used to generate several new sequences that do. The new
sequences are identical except that codon positions mentioned by the rule are modified so
that the rule does fire. They represent nearby virtual mutants that resist the drugs mentioned
by the rule.

The Hamming distanced(b1,b2) between two possibly degenerate basesb1,b2 is 1 if
their intersection is null and 0 if it is non-null. Hamming distances between other objects
are defined by the natural extension. For example, the Hamming distanced(h, H) between
a viral genomeh and a set of viral mutantsH is the minimum distance betweenh and any
member ofH .

Letdmaxbe the maximum Hamming distance between viral genomes initially constructed
from the patient sequences and any other virtual mutants considered (currentlydmax= 3).
Thus,dmax is the maximum number of simultaneous coordinated mutations allowed. Let
M(S,d) abbreviate the set of mutants at Hamming distanced or less from any genome
constructible from sequencesS. M(S0,0) is the set of genomes initially constructible from
S0, andM(S0,dmax) is the set of accessible nearby mutants considered.

Let I (r ) be the set of codon indices that are mentioned in any antecedent condition ofr ,
and letI (R) = ∪r∈RI (r ). Given genomeh and ruler , let invert(r, h) be the set of genomes
that agree withh except at codon indices that are mentioned in any antecedent condition
of r , where they agree with a codon value from the condition.

invert(r, h) = {x | (∀i ∈ I (r ), x[i ] ∈ Ci ) and(∀i 6∈ I (r ), x[i ] = h[i ])} (1)

These virtual mutants are nearh but triggerr , and so putatively resistdrugs(r ).
In the implementation, a virtual mutant is encoded as a feature vector of codon values

at codon positions mentioned inI (R). As the current rule set mentions 31 different codon
positions, a virtual mutant currently may be represented compactly and efficiently by a
vector of 31 bytes, or<256 bits. This will scale linearly with|I (R)|.

2.5. Heuristic functions

Two different heuristic functions are used to model mutant resistance:CurrWt for mo-
delling current resistance weight, andMutScorefor modelling nearby mutant resistance. An
overall ranking function,f , combines these to rank order the possible treatment regimens.
Additionally, lower bound functionsh andh0 are used internally in the branch-and-bound
algorithm.
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2.5.1. Current weight. Forg ∈ GFDA letng be the number of sequences inSthat encodeg.
Let D ∈ TFDA. Define

w(s, D) =
∑

r∈ rules(D)

apply(r, s) (2)

CurrWt(S, D) =
∑

g∈GFDA

∑
s∈S

w(genestring(g, s), D)/ng (3)

CurrWt(S, D) is the average total current rule weight ofSwith respect toD.
Under this model, the total current level of resistance to a multi-drug combination is

the sum of the current resistances according to each rule that is triggered by the patient’s
current HIV sequences. When this measure is low for a given combination treatment, there
is little identified genotypic resistance to any drug in the combination. The effect of this is
to identify drug combinations that have little or no current resistance and therefore attack
the virus strongly.

2.5.2. Mutation score. DefineD ∈ TFDA. Let

wmin(x.D) = min
y∈D

w(x, y) (4)

m(x, S, D) =


0, if d(x, S) > dmax

0, if wmin(x, D) = 0

dmax− d(x, S)+min{1, wmin(x, D)}, otherwise

(5)

MutScore(S, D) = max
x∈M(S,dmax)

m(x, S, D) (6)

MutScore(S, D) is zero if every mutant within Hamming distancedmax of S has zero
resistance to at least one drug inD. Otherwise, (1) its integer part isdmax minus the
Hamming distance to the nearest mutant that resists every drug inD, and (2) its fractional
part is the rule weight of the least resisted drug inD on the most resistant such mutant.

Under this model, a mutant resists a drug combination only as strongly as it resists the
least-resisted drug in the combination, and a drug combination suppresses a virus population
only as strongly as it suppresses the most-resistant member of the population. When this
measure is low, most identified nearby virtual mutants are putatively suppressed by at least
one drug in the combination. The effect of this is to identify nearby mutants that resist
every drug in a combination, and drug combinations such that no nearby mutant resists
every drug.

2.5.3. Overall ranking function. The drug combinations are ranked by a functionf
that combinesCurrWt andMutScoreto rank drug combinationD relative to other drug
combinations. Currently we use Euclidean distance,

f (D) =
√

CurrWt2(S0, D)+MutScore2(S0, D) (7)
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When f is near or at zero there is little or no identified resistance from either source, while
increasing positive values indicate increasing resistance. The best ranked combinations
represent a satisficing compromise that attempts to avoid both current and nearby drug
resistance simultaneously. Any other functionf ′ that is non-decreasing inMutScorecould
be used instead off without changing the analysis below.

2.5.4. Lower bound on ranking function. The branch and bound algorithm below requires
a lower bound onf . Let worst(D) be any fixed virtual mutant accessible fromS0, i.e.,
worst(D) ∈ M(S0,dmax), and let

h0(x, D) =
√

CurrWt2(S0, D)+m2(x, S0, D) (8)

h(D) = h0(worst(D), D) (9)

By construction,

h(D) ≤ f (D) wheneverworst(D) ∈ M(S0,dmax) (10)

h(D) = f (D) wheneverworst(D) = argmax
x∈M(s0,dmax)

m(x, S0, D) (11)

Note that if some other functionf ′ that is non-decreasing inMutScorewere chosen to rank
treatment regimens instead off , then corresponding functionsh′0 andh′ could be derived
by substitutingm for MutScorein the definition of f ′.

3. Results

This section contains an algorithm that solves the problem, a proof of correctness, timing
results on representative patient data, example patient output from a deployed application,
and summary statistics from an initial small-scale human clinical trial.

3.1. Algorithm

For each number of drugs at or below some maximum (currently 4), the computational
task is to sort the possible drug combination treatment regimensD according to the sort
function f and enumerate the top few highest-ranked alternatives. The main algorithm
is given below. The basic data structure is a priority queue that holds drug combination
objects. Primitive queue operations include Queue-Clear, Queue-Insert, Queue-Pop, and
Queue-Top. The queue Q is sorted by the lower bound functionh. At the Nth outer loop
iteration, steps 4–21, it holds drug combinations with exactlyNdrugs.

1. procedureMAIN( S0, Max-Ndrugs, Max-Nsuggests):
2. begin
3. Q← Make-Priority-Queue();
4. for Ndrugs← 1 until Max-Ndrugsdo
5. begin
6. Initialize-Queue(Q, Ndrugs,S0);
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7. for NSuggests← 1 until Max-Nsuggestsdo
8. begin
9. for X← NOT(FAILURE) until X = FAILURE do

10. begin
11. D← Queue-Pop(Q);
12. X← Find-Worse-Mutant(D);
13. if X 6= FAILURE then
14. begin
15. worst(D)←X;
16. Queue-Insert(D,Q,h(D));
17. end
18. end
19. Suggest(D, Ndrugs, NSuggests);
20. end
21. end
22. end

At each inner loop iteration, steps 9–18, the currently best-ranked drug combination
D is popped from the queue. The mutation spaceM(S0,dmax) is searched to find a new
mutantx such thath0(x, D) > h(D). If this search succeeds thenx replacesworst(D), D
is reinserted into the queue sorted byh, and the algorithm continues with the next inner
loop iteration. Otherwise the search fails and the algorithm suggestsD as an optimal
combination underf ; continuing from this point will enumerate further combinations in
order of optimality. The implementation uses additional bookkeeping and indexing, not
shown below, to avoid redundant or unnecessary processing steps.

3.1.1. Initialization. In the initialization phase forNdrugs, eachN-drug combination
D is initialized by setting (1)worst(D) to the worst current genome inM(S0,0); (2) to-
expand(D) to a list of the elements ofM(S0,0); and (3)to-check(D) to the empty list. After
initialization, drug combinations with low current weight rise to the top of the queue and
are processed first. Drug combinations with high current weight may remain below the top
of the queue for the entire program execution, and so may never be processed.

1. procedure Initialize-Queue(Q, Ndrugs,S0):
2. begin
3. Queue-Clear(Q);
4. for D in T Ndrugs

FDA do
5. begin
6. X← M(S0,0);
7. to-check(D)← EMPTY;
8. to-expand(D)← X;
9. worst(D)← argmaxx∈Xh0(x, D);

10. Queue-Insert(D, Q,h(D));
11. end
12. end
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3.1.2. Primitive search step.The primitive search step forD is to find a worse virtual
mutant than the currentworst(D), or else to prove that there is none. For eachD, this leads
to a separate search through mutation sequence space. First,D is checked against mutants
that have been generated since the last timeD was considered. Because the top-ranked
treatments often share several drugs, there is often overlap in their generated mutants. Next,
existing mutants are expanded under rules forD to generate more new mutants. As the
search progresses, drug combinations that successfully avoid putative resistant mutants will
tend to remain at or near the top of the queue and so will receive the most processing time,
while those that encounter a close resistant mutant will tend to sink below the top of the
queue and so may not be processed again.

1. procedureFind-Worse-Mutant(D):
2. begin
3. X← Check-Mutants(D);
4. if X = FAILURE
5. then X← Expand-Mutants(D);
6. return X;
7. end

The virtual mutants are stored on one singly threaded list (or an array) common to all
treatmentsD. For a givenD, the methodsto-check(D) andto-expand(D) return a pointer to
D’s current place on the list. Below, function List-Pop(L) returns the list element currently
pointed to by L and advances the pointer. Function List-Top(L) returns the element without
advancing the pointer. Function List-Pull(X, L) adds the elements of list X to the end of
the list pointed to by L. List-Empty(L) is true iff L points to the empty list. Where L is a
list of virtual mutants, Delete-Redundant(L) returns the elements of L that have not been
generated before.

1. procedureCheck-Mutants(D):
2. begin
3. for () until List-Empty(to-check(D)) do
4. begin
5. X← List-Pop(to check(D));
6. if h0(X, D) > h(D)
7. then return X;
8. end
9. return FAILURE;

10. end

New virtual mutants are generated by expanding existing mutants, using the rule inversion
invert() described above. This confers additional putative resistance against some drug in
D to the expanded mutant, and thus constitutes a possible new pessimal mutant forD. As
new mutants are generated, they are added to the end of the common list. In the pseudo-code
this is denoted asto-check(all ) andto-expand(all ) to indicate that it is common to all treat-
mentsD.
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1. procedureExpand-Mutants(D):
2. begin
3. for () until List-Empty(to-expand(D)) do
4. begin
5. X← List-Top(to-expand(D));
6. for R in rules(D) do
7. begin
8. L← Delete-Redundant(invert (X, R));
9. if NOT(List-Empty(L))then

10. begin
11. List-Pull(L,to-check(all));
12. List-Pull(L,to-expand(all));
13. return Find-Worse-Mutant(D);
14. end
15. end
16. List-Pop(to-expand(D))
17. end
18. return FAILURE;
19. end

3.2. Proof of correctness

Lemma. Find-Worse-Mutant(D) returns FAILURE if and only if worst(D)=
argmaxx∈M(S0,dmax)

h0(x, D).

Proof: ⇒ Assume Find-Worse-Mutant(D) returns FAILURE. Then both Check-
Mutants(D) and Expand-Mutants(D) must have returned FAILURE. Consequently we must
have examined the transitive closure ofinvertoverrules(D) within the setM(S0,dmax), and
so the argmax is known by direct enumeration for that particularD.
⇐ Assumeworst(D) = argmaxx∈M(S0,dmax)

h0(x, D). Then the test,h0(X, D) > h(D) in
Check-Mutants(D), must fail for every X. This test conditionalizes the only RETURN in
either Check-Mutants(D) or Expand-Mutants(D) that does not return FAILURE, and con-
sequently every available RETURN must return FAILURE. Find-Worse-Mutant(D) always
returns, so it must return FAILURE because no other possibility is open. 2

Theorem. Suppose the algorithm is started with patient sequences S0, and suggests drug
combination D with|D| = k as the highest-ranked k-drug combination. Then D is globally
optimal because∀D′ ∈ T k

FDA, f (D′) ≥ f (D).

Proof: The proof of correctness proceeds by areductio ad absurdumargument. Assume
to the contrary that∃D′ ∈ T k

FDA, f (D′) < f (D). Then

f (D′) < f (D), by assumption (12)

= h(D), becauseworst(D) is worst forD by Lemma (13)
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≤ h(D′), becauseD precededD′ on the queue (14)

≤ f (D′), becauseh is a lower bound onf (15)

which is a contradiction. Consequently the assumption that some otherD′ ∈ T k
FDA had a

better ranking thanD must be false, and soD must be optimal underf . 2

3.3. Timing results

The algorithm currently is implemented in Common Lisp. The results described here
were obtained on a 110 MHz SPARCstation 5 desktop workstation. Currently there are
12 drugs approved by the FDA for HIV, with several more expected in the near- to mid-
term future. The current 12 result in 407 different combination treatments of four or fewer
drugs, because some drugs should not be used together. The input experimental data on
each patient’s current infection typically consists of five reverse transcriptase sequences
and five protease sequences, a total of 7980 letters of HIV genetic information. Each HIV
genome gives rise to roughly 6000 putatively drug-resistant virtual mutants as described
below, resulting in a typical problem search space size currently about 12 million drug
combination/virtual mutant pairs per patient. This will increase combinatorically as more
drug-resistant mutations are reported and more drugs and drug targets for HIV are approved
by the FDA.

The implemented system was run on 43 randomly chosen HIV patients’ sequences. The
mean was 68 seconds and the median was 62 seconds (see figure 2). Typically patients are
seen in the clinic every three months for routine monitoring, as well as in between routine
visits if the need arises. Consequently, this throughput rate would support a maximum of
approximately 100,000 patients under the current configuration. This is comfortably above
our current patient population, though in the future a publicly accessible WWW server and
projected advances in sequencing technology may considerably increase both the patient
base and the burden of the computational analysis per patient.

3.4. Example output on patient clinical data

The final result of the optimization problem treated here is the five highest-ranked combi-
nations of 1, 2, 3, and 4 drugs. This section gives some examples of the final output that is
provided to the physician in a clinical setting. In actual use, several additional displays are
generated that are not shown here.

Table 1 shows 3-drug combinations suggested for an HIV patient. This is the primary
display used by an attending physician when making a choice of treatment regimen for a
given patient. The five top-ranked 3-drug combinations are shown ordered byf from top
to bottom. The next highest-ranked RT-only combination is also generated for comparison
purposes. Each combination is listed along with its estimated cost, its values ofCurrWtand
MutScore, and the maximum possible value ofwmin at 0–3 coordinated base pair changes
(0–3 Mut).

Table 2 shows an example nearby most-resistant mutant for the top-ranked treatment in
Table 1. It illustrates a putative mutational pathway from the patient’s current sequences,
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Figure 2. Timing histogram. The implemented system was run on 43 randomly chosen HIV patients’ sequences.
Thex-axis shows the number of elapsed seconds, they-axis the number of trials that consumed that many seconds.

which already have slight resistance to Nelfinavir (NFV), to a virtual mutant that also resists
the other drugs in the combination. The codon indices and values involved, the rules that
induced the mutation through inversion, and the drugs resisted at each step, are shown.

3.5. Small-scale clinical trial summary

The first HIV patient data was run through the CTSHIV system in June, 1996. In February,
1997, the application began its first round of human clinical trials on 14 HIV patients at the
University of California, Irvine, and at the Orange County Center for Special Immunology as
a satellite site, under the auspices of the California Collaborative Treatment Group (CCTG).
Informed consent was obtained using a form approved by the UC Irvine Institutional Review
Board. All patients had detectable viral load at baseline (mean log10 load of 4.67±2.16),
and failure of at least one previous antiviral treatment regimen due to the emergence of drug
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Table 1. Example 3-drug output from HIV patient “AA,” showing a favorable resistance profile.

Suggested protocols
with 3 drugs: CurrWt MutScor 0 Mut 1 Mut 2 Mut 3 Mut

A5 SQV NFV D4T 0.06 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1

B3 SQV DEL D4T 0.00 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2

C3 SQV NEV D4T 0.00 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4

D4 SQV DEL AZT 0.00 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6

E4 SQV NEV AZT 0.00 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6

RF3 DEL DDI AZT 0.08 1.2 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.9

For the highest-ranked treatment, current resistance (CurrWt) and nearby mutation score (MutScor)
are small, and only a weakly-resistant mutant appears even out to Hamming distance three (3 Mut).
The letters A–F identify treatments. Treatment F is the best RT-only treatment (indicated by the
prefixed letter R). Digits after the letters indicate cost codes (0= $0 to $200, . . . ,3= $600 to $800,
4= $800 to $1000, 5= $1000 to $1200, . . . , per month estimated average wholesale cost). Drug
abbreviations: AZT= Zidovudine, D4T= Stavudine, DDI= Didanosine, DEL= Delavirdine,
NFV = Nelfinavir, NEV= Nevirapine, SQV= Saquinavir. (After Lathrop et al. (1998).)

Table 2. Example output for HIV patient “AA” showing one example of the closest mutants inferred to most
resist every drug in the top-ranked 3 drug combination of Table 1.

CurrWt MutScor 0 Mut 1 Mut 2 Mut 3 Mut

A5 D4T NFV SQV 0.06 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1

Current (NFV) RT 151:CAG->ATG by R11 (D4T) PRO 90:TTG->ATG by R28 (SQV)

Three letters must change simutaneously. Currently NFV is resisted; changing two letters at RT 151
resists D4T and changing one at PRO 90 resists SQV. (After Lathrop et al. (1998).)

resistance. These patients, already expected to be infected by drug-resistant strains of HIV,
are considered among the most challenging to treat.

Results from these small-scale trials have been encouraging (Cimoch et al., 1998; Lathrop
et al., 1998). As shown in Table 3, 12 patients completed one year of trials (2 patients
withdrew prior to completion). After one year of treatment, nine patients who had failed
at least one prior treatment regimen had an undetectable viral load (9 complete responders,
64% of enrollees, 75% of completers), and one other patient had≈25× viral load reduction
(10 partial responders, 71% of enrollees, 83% of completers).

4. Discussion

We have described a triply nested combinatorial optimization problem that arises in com-
putational attempts to optimize HIV patient treatment protocol (drug regimen) with respect
to drug resistance, given a set of HIV genetic sequences from the patient:

1. Identify the drug combinations that most strongly suppress a population of mutants
centered on the patient’s current HIV strains;
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Table 3. Summary of small-scale human clinical trials: outcome of 14 patients after 1 year of treatment. Detailed
per-patient trial outcomes are reported in (Cimoch et al., 1998).

Responders

9= complete; no detectable viral load at completion

1= partial; viral load reduction≈25× at completion

Non-responders

2= treatment failure at completion

2= withdrawn (1 death, 1 disappeared)

Of 14 enrollees

64%= 9/14 had no detectable viral load

71%= 10/14 were responders

Of 12 completers

75%= 9/12 had no detectable viral load

83%= 10/12 were responders

2. For a given drug combination, identify the most-resistant mutant in the population; and
3. For a given drug combination and mutant, identify the least-resisted drug.

The optimization problem was characterized, and the objects involved were represented
computationally. An implemented branch-and-bound algorithm that computes a solution to
the problem was described and proved correct. Empirical timing results on representative
patient data, example clinical output, and summary statistics from an initial small-scale
human clinical trial, were given.

Currently, execution speed is an issue for this application only because excessive exe-
cution times make the web-based server bog down considerably. The current patient load
is light, and for now execution times of a minute per patient are acceptable. The problem
search spach size currently is not large, and other more straight-forward approaches cur-
rently might do as well. On the other hand, routine multiple sequencing of patient infections
and wide-spread use of genomic information in patient treatment can be expected in the
future. The search space size will increase combinatorically as more resistant mutations are
reported in the literature and more drugs are approved by the FDA. Branch-and-bound al-
gorithms typically have excellent scaling properties, and are usually able to exploit parallel
and distributed computing paradigms. Consequently, it appears that the algorithm described
above is adequate for the current task and should scale well as the search space size increases
and the patient load goes up.

The overall ranking functionf used above is purely heuristic, and alternatives would
be welcome. It has the property that values near or at zero indicate little or no putative
resistance, either current or nearby, and increasing positive values indicate increasing re-
sistance. Consequently, the best ranked combinations represent a satisficing compromise
along both metrics simultaneously. However, any combination ofCurrWt andMutScore
that is non-decreasing inMutScorecould be used to sort alternative treatment protocols. The
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analysis above applies unchanged for any other ranking functionf ′ that is non-decreasing
in MutScore.

It is difficult to analyze the computational complexity of the algorithm because branch
and bound search is inherently exponential. In the worst case, every element of the search
space must be examined, and no savings arises. However, if the heuristic functions are
well suited to the domain problem, the pruning and hence the computational savings may
be considerable. Here, implicit pruning of a combination treatment occurs whenever the
current resistance is high or a strongly resistant nearby mutant is discovered. Both these
conditions will tend to make the treatment sort away from the queue top under the heuristic
function, and consequently computational effort will go to other combination treatments
instead.

There are important limitations of the approach above. Sequence-based rules capture
only part of the domain knowledge about drug resistance, albeit a clinically useful part.
Drug resistance may arise for other domain-specific reasons that cannot be represented
easily as rules. The rule representation can only approximate temporal dependencies such as
apparently seen in the peculiar “chain-initiator” mutation (Boucher et al., 1992; Gurusinghe
et al., 1995; Kellam et al., 1992) involving codons 41, 67, 70, 215, and 219 of reverse
transcriptase and the sequential nature of that subsequent progression; however, this is
currently poorly understood and would be problematic for any clinical advisor program.
Current sequencing techniques may provide only partial or no information about minority
strains. The rule set is only as complete as current scientific knowledge allows. Currently
it may be possible to infer when resistance is likely to occur, based on genome sequences
actually seen in the patient that correspond to resistance-conferring mutations described
in the scientific literature. However, it is impossible to guarantee the non-existence of an
unsuspected resistant mutant.

Nonetheless, for cases where a treatment regimen has failed due to the development of
drug resistance, the application may help the attending physician to base the next choice of
treatment regimen on scientific principles and experimental data. In the future we envision
that sequencing technological advances will result in the routine availability of hundreds
or thousands of pathogen sequences per patient per visit at a cost of pennies, and that
computational analysis of pathogen sequences will be an important component guiding
treatment choice in most clinical settings, regardless of disease. This work represents one
small enabling step toward that goal.
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